
 
In Defense of Recycling…Again and Always 
By Marialyce Pedersen, NRC Board Secretary 
 
Longtime recyclers and NRC members are well-acquainted with obstacles to and detractors of 
recycling. Attacks on the viability of our industry have been present since the beginnings of recycling, 
and were certainly apparent when the NRC was formed in 1978. We recognize inaction and 
unfairness, and appreciate provocative approaches that garner appropriate responses by recyclers, 
community leaders and legislators in North America.  
 
However, The Atlantic’s extensively circulated May 2022 article, Plastic Recycling Doesn’t Work and 
Never Will, by guest authors Judith Enck (former EPA Administrator, president of Beyond Plastics and 
visiting professor at Bennington College) and Jan Dell (Last Beach Cleanup), was unnecessarily bleak 
and will likely result in continued eroding of the public’s confidence and participation in their regional 
recycling programs.  
 
When stories like this are published, friends and family naturally reach out to recycling 
representatives like us and our affiliates and colleagues – and demand explanations. Yes, plastics 
recycling is fraught with challenges, and indeed, plastics recycling streams have become increasingly 
more complex as manufacturers strive to reduce transportation weights and impacts, while keeping 
products fresh and whole. Working to eliminate ocean-bound plastics is an absolutely critical mission 
to protect life on earth, urgent beyond measure. But bashing recycling to advance this agenda is 
unproductive and unnecessary. And using the powerful word “never” in a headline is beyond 
discouraging – never is a long time. Progress is absolutely happening, every day.  
 
To better respond, we reached out to our well-respected plastics recycling expert colleagues at 
Stina, which track annual plastic recycling rates and report them to US and Canadian officials.  
 
“There is too much at stake right now – we must seek ALIGNMENT,” says Stina Principal and CEO 
Nina Butler. “We have more human-made material on the planet now than all biomass. It seems 
crazy not to focus all-in on recycling to prevent impairment to nature and reduce new extraction.” 
Butler and her team are committed to harmonizing human behavior and nature by providing 
unbiased guidance in navigating the role plastics play in the movement towards circular supply 
chains, valuing carbon, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. They act as a liaison between 
industry, government and NGOs, to address and work through barriers to more sustainable 
management of resources.  
 
Unrecyclable plastics that currently have no value at end-of life, especially single-use items for which 
durable or reusable replacements exist, are a blight across the world. Sustainable Materials 
Management experts everywhere—with and without much-needed legislative support, and 
funding—continue to toil to put appropriate levers in place to reward manufacturers who can move 
away from these and toward creative elimination or reusable alternatives, and when this is not 
possible, transitioning to plastics that are recyclable and recoverable. 
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“It’s remarkable to witness the ongoing innovation by recyclers, especially given how little support 
and priority is put on producing and collecting materials that recyclers want. Adopting a national 
bottle bill would help a lot!,” Butler added.  

The NRC’s role in championing recycling and fending off detractors is ongoing. In closing for today, 
NRC Board Member and Executive Director of the Carolina Recycling Association, Mary McClellan, 
shares this little story: 

Robert and Tina are enjoying a boat ride in a pretty little lake. But the boat begins to leak. Tina 
finds a bucket and begins bailing water out just as fast as she can. Robert, who is not scooping, 
leans over and says, “Tina, you’re not scooping fast enough.” 

 Yes, that boat is sinking, but it’s sinking more slowly because Tina is scooping.  

The boat is US; the water is PLASTIC, and Tina is the recycling industry. Robert represents 
the blame cast on recycling for a problem it cannot solve on its own.  

Make your own decision on who is helping!  

NRC celebrates our affiliates and supporters who are leading the way in appropriate responses to 
minimizing unnecessary single-use plastics and simplifying and improving plastics recycling for all 
North Americans. We will continue to provide facts and resources to guide correct action as we 
move toward our desired circular economy.  
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